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Panama trip will explore biodiversity hotspot
Opportunities to study abroad are
among the most exciting and rewarding
experiences that a university can offer
its students. For the upcoming summer,
Rick Essner and Peter Minchin, both of
the department of biological sciences at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville,
are planning to take students to one of the
most fascinating tropical countries in the
world: Panama.
“Panama has a number of advantages,”
said Essner. “The Smithsonian Institution
has had a presence in Panama for years,
going back to when the canal was built.
And it was identified early on as a really
important place for biodiversity.” The term
biodiversity is the measurement of plant
and animal species diversity in a given
area. Panama is what is called a biodiversity hotspot.
“It has advantages in terms of being
a setting for a lot of important tropical
ecology research,” added Essner. “It’s also
relatively close. So it’s an opportunity
within a short flight to see one of the most
bio-diverse places in the world.” In addition to the scientific advantages, there are
also practical ones for conducting research
in Panama.
“It also has some practical advantages
because of the American presence down
there,” said Minchin. “For example, they
use the same currency. They call it balboas
but it’s American dollars.” The Smithsonian
station is on Barro Colorado Island, an
island that was formed after the Panama
Canal was completed. It’s fauna, Essner
and Minchin said, is incredible.
“There have been some recent discoveries with trail cameras,” said Essner. Trail
cameras automatically take photos when
animals come around. “They found some
large felids like ocelots, for example, that
haven’t been seen in a while. They also
are doing some work using telemetry and
GPS units to track animals. They have got
a really neat array of stuff where they can
track movements of species all over the
island.” Telemetry involves placing a radio
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A group of SIUE faculty and students during a previous visit to Panama.
Dr. Minchin (with beard) is at the center.

on animals so that they can be tracked for
research and conservation efforts. This
technique is now being used even with
insects.
“There is a diversity of foreign fauna
there,” said Essner. “One of the things we
noticed when we were on Barro Colorado
was that we were seeing things there that
you wouldn’t see on the mainland. Like
little poison dart frogs that were historically really common, but which have now
been affected by fungi that have moved
through Panama and wiped out a lot of the
diversity unfortunately.” One of the topics
that students will learn about while visiting Panama will be biogeography.
“It’s all about what controls the diversity
of species on islands,” explained Minchin.
“It turns out that the area of an island is
important, and also its degree of oscillation.
It’s basically about the balance between
the arrival rate of species and the local
extinction rate. And both of those things
depend on area, but they also depend
on distance.” Conservation on islands is
extremely important because usually the
populations of plants and animals living
on those islands are endangered by the
nature of the island. And the smaller the
island, usually the more fragile they are.
“The smaller the island, usually the
smaller the population,” said Minchin.
“Small populations are intrinsically more
at risk. Also, predation and things like that
are more effective. So if introduced, predator species that arrive can wipe out several
species very quickly.”
Next year’s trip will take place from
mid-May to early June. Both professors
expect to take around a dozen students
and basically see most of the country. They
plan to be in lowland rainforest, around
Panama City, move to an area that’s a little
dryer in the central part of the country, and
also visit some highland cloud forest type
habitats. In addition to nature studies, students will have the chance to learn about
the local culture.
“Peter has arranged for us to go on a tour
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of an Embera village, one that I am really
looking forward to,” said Essner. “That’s
an indigenous tribe on the Caribbean side.
We have plans to go on a dugout canoe trip
up the Chagres River to visit this tribe with
a native guide. And you encounter indigenous people there selling items that they
hand make. Among my favorites are little
statues that they carve out of the native
palm nut. They carve them really elaborately and then they paint them.”
Students interested in participating in
this trip will not need too many prerequisites, academically speaking, according to
Minchin.
“I think we just set it to the first two
semesters of biology, biology 150 and biology 151. It would be of benefit if they
have had ecology, but we are not requiring
it,” he added. They will be carrying with
them standard field equipment used in
ecology, including trail cameras and night
vision cameras to detect animals that come
around at night.
“We may bait these so that we can draw
in some species we wouldn’t see normally,” said Essner, who quickly added that
the trip is not all about animals.
“We have some plans to do some vegetation work, quantifying aspects of vegetation and habitat,” he said. “We’ll do observational work, like point count surveys
for birds, a standard technique where you
have an observer basically writing down
all the birds that they see. So they will use
binoculars and spotting scopes.”
=Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville. His show,
“Segue,” can be heard every Sunday morning
at 9 a.m. on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached
at College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.

MEHS offers to
deliver holiday pets
For the Intelligencer
If your family is considering a new
pet for the holidays, the Metro East
Humane Society has a special service
this holiday season that might be just
what you are looking for. Members
of the MEHS staff and volunteers
will make home deliveries of new
adopted pets a special surprise for
the recipients.
"We have done this in the past
and there is nothing like seeing a
recipient's eyes light up when their
new pet arrives," said Kathy Turner,
Director of MEHS. "Whether young
or old, just knowing they have a new
four-legged family member brightens the day of the entire household."
Anyone completing the adoption process Saturday, Sunday or
Monday (Dec. 21-23) will have
the option to have their new pet
delivered for $10 in additional fees.
The program is limited to residents within a 20-mile radius of the
shelter. Hours for delivery will be
scheduled between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. on Christmas Eve.

In addition, MEHS has the support of PetSmart, Petco and Four
Muddy Paws locally to provide a
special adoption gift bag with the
new pet. And there will be a bow
the new pet's collar.
"Because our adoption process includes a review process,
we encourage potential adopters
to complete an application either
online (www.mehs.org) or in person," Turner said. "This will assure
a smooth process when adopters
visit the shelter to choose their special family member."
Adoptions can only be completed
during the Saturday-Monday timeline to assure animals are not being
held for extended period of time.
To participate in this program, visit
MEHS at their facility at 8495 Route
143 to choose a pet and complete
the paperwork needed for adoption
and delivery.
Hours of operation are 11:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday
and 11:30 to 3 p.m. Sunday.
The shelter will close at 3 p.m. on
Christmas Eve and will not reopen
until Dec. 26.

SWIC offers computer classes
For the Intelligencer
Southwestern Illinois College is
offering free Windows 7/Internet and
Beginning Computers classes.
These free Adult Basic Education
classes, which begin in January, are
available to: people who do not have
a high school diploma or GED; recent
GED recipients; English as a Second
Language students; or individuals
who participate in the Department of
Human Services programs.
In Beginning Computers, students
will gain basic computer knowledge
and familiarity with Windows® 7 and
Internet Explorer 8. Class will be held
Wednesdays at the SWIC Sam Wolf

Granite City Campus, 4950 Maryville
Road, Room 534, Wednesday, Jan.
22 through Wednesday, Feb. 26,
or Mondays at the East St. Louis
Community College Center, 601
James R. Thompson Blvd., Room 1002,
Monday, Jan. 27 through Monday,
Feb. 24 from 5:30-8:20 p.m.
In Windows 7/Internet, students
will gain a working knowledge of
Microsoft Windows® as well as
navigating the internet, basic commands, features and functions. A class
will be held Mondays at the SWIC
Belleville Campus, 2500 Carlyle Ave.,
Room 1421, Monday,Jan. 27 through
Monday, Feb. 24 from 6-8:50 p.m.
Preregistration is required for all
classes.

LAWSUIT
Continued from Page 1
Thiems also allegedly did grading work that caused an increase in drainage flow, “constituting a trespass on the same.”
Fowler claimed that he suffered damages from the mud and debris that
floated into a building, and into his swimming pool.
He also claimed that the mud and debris, when it dried, caused air pollution by the dust it created “thereby endangering the health and well-being
of (Fowler) and others using and visiting Fowler’s property.” The mud and
debris also created a hazard and unsafe conditions on Old Edwardsville
Road “given the narrowness of said road at this location in that vehicles are
required to leave the roadway and do so at high rates of speed,” according
to the complaint.
That action constitutes a nuisance and unreasonably interferes with
Fowler’s enjoyment of life, the suit maintains.
The suit also claimed that Allied Waste failed to timely cover the deposits
to its landfill “causing a stench” that unreasonably deprived Fowler of the
use of his property, “the enjoyment of life and a healthful environment.”
The case was filed by Fairview Heights attorney Harry J. Sterling and was
handled by Circuit Judge Dennis Ruth.
The trial was expected to last about three weeks. It settled on the eve of the
trial, for an undisclosed amount.
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A look inside the Metro Hair Inc. salon on N. Main Street.

SALON
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“The first week, (the staff) said,
‘Why are you here? You should
work for yourself.’ It was a pretty
good feeling,” Wiser said. “I have
always been a person that every
five years I re-analyze myself. I
want to make goals and accomplishments. I believe that if you
stick with the same place, you are
never going to move on.
“I stayed at Great Clips for four
years and then I wandered out like
people told me and became selfemployed. I worked for myself for
two years.”
Helping Wiser, a 37-year-old
single mom of three teenage boys,
find the ideal location was her
brother, Mike Marina. He is currently the owner of Metro Pawn
in St. Louis off of St. Charles Rock
Road.
“I came up with Metro Hair,
because my brother owns Metro

Pawn in St. Louis. He is the one
that helped me in all this. He
has always been my inspiration,”
Wiser said.
Once the location was secured
during the summer of this year,
work began on turning it into
a salon on Main Street. It took
nearly three months to do, but it
was worth it.
Making the project even more
special for Wiser was that it
involved her family.
“It has been family done,” Wiser
said of the remodeling project.
“My family came in here and laid
the floor and painted the walls.
This took us roughly three months
to accomplish it all.”
Metro Hair has nine stations
that offer many different services,
including perms, coloring and
hair cuts.
Along with the basics, Wiser
said she is able to do a number of
different styles and is not afraid to
try something new.
“It is full service,” Wiser said.
“We do any chemical services,
perms, colors and hair cuts. I

VILLAGE
Continued from Page 1
The amendment would require those with
rear parking lots to use them for their trucks.
If there is no rear parking lot, a side parking
lot will do, provided the trucks are as far away
from the public’s line of sight as possible.
Currently, the ordinance allows parking up
to the front building line, an imaginary line that

specialize in all hair types, so I do
extensions, dreads, braids and all
ethnicities. There is nothing that I
will not do.”
Currently, Wiser and Dana
Jones are the lone stylists at the
salon. They are looking to expand
currently.
“I have worked with Dana in the
past and she is a wonderful lady.
I have an ad in the Intelligencer
right now,” Wiser said.
The two stylists are both independent, meaning they set their
own prices for all their services. Wiser explained the prices as
being, “very competitive to what
other people are charging.”
Wiser is also very involved
in the community, from helping
with the Glen Ed Pantry to lending an extra hand to her older
clients on Sundays when she is
away from the store. She said she
believes in giving back as much
as possible.
“I sponsor the Glen Ed Pantry.
I do have a toy bucket up here
for them. I have been doing work
with Judy Moody, (executive

extends from the front corners of the structure.
Many business take full advantage of the
ordinance to park their trucks as close to
roadways as possible – a free advertisement
of sorts.
But Coody said there are too many businesses trying to get their message out.
“You have a lot of these businesses that have
vehicular signage and a lot of them just park out
front,” Coody said. “It does look gaudy, especially when you’re on the main thoroughfare.”
So, the box and delivery trucks could be
moving soon, out of the public’s view.

director at the Glen Ed Pantry)
for probably three or four years
now. I do $5 haircuts for anybody
that comes in from her place. They
will get a card there and I will
discount the haircut down to $5.
I do back-to-school haircuts. For
about two to three days that week,
I do not charge anything. It is
my appreciation for you going to
school,” Wiser said. “I just believe
in giving back to the community. I
always have and always will.”
For more information on hours
or to make an appointment, call
660-4899 or send an e-mail to
metrohairinc@gmail.com. Metro
Hair Inc. can also be followed on
Facebook by joining their page
at www.facebook.com/pages/
Metro-Hair-Inc.
“I want people to enjoy coming
in here,” Wiser said. “Customer
service comes first here and
everybody is treated like family.
We spend 100 percent of our time
with them. We do not walk away.
We stay with them from the time
they come in here until the time
they leave.”

“We want to make it where everyone parks in
the rear,” Coody said. “If they don’t have a rear,
they don’t have a rear.”
Coody said those businesses with side parking lots can put up signs, reserving the spots
for their vehicles far from the front building
line.
Committee member Brooke Harmony asked
about the signs that sit atop pizza and sandwich delivery vehicles.
Coody said those signs are removable so
the ordinance amendment would not apply to
them.

